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NOBLE VISION is a medical drama that
won two national literary honors acclaimed
in independent publishing. It was a
ForeWord magazine Book-of-the-Year
Finalist, and it was a Writers Digest Book
Awards finalist, one only six picks among
500 entries. This medical and romance
thriller is considered very highly
recommended reading by Midwest Book
Review and earned endorsements from
American Medical Association past
president Edward Annis, syndicated
columnist Walter Williams, magazine
magnate Steve Forbes, and Nobel laureate
Milton Friedman. The story begins with
beautiful ballerina Nicole Hudson, who
rose to Broadway stardom from a
heartbreaking childhood. She is stirred by
flowers and letters from a secret admirer
who is inspired by her dancing. His letters
hint at a great aspiration he has and at his
despair over obstacles thwarting him. Her
secret admirer is David Lang, a young
neurosurgeon
with
a
medical
breakthrough---a way of re-growing
damaged nerves to cure brain and
spinal-cord injuries. Davids frustration
arises because his experimental treatment,
which he believes to be safe, requires
approval from New Yorks health system,
CareFree, a bureaucracy wracked with cost
overruns and other, politically motivated
priorities. To Davids despair, it will take
years to get through the red tape. Then an
accident happens that will change life as
they know it for David and Nicole. She
suffers a devastating injury, and her only
hope is Davids new cure. She never
imagines that the neurosurgeon treating her
is also her secret admirer. What will
happen when David is forced to take on the
whole
system---and
the
powerful,
unswerving official who runs it---to fight
for his work, his ideals, and the woman he
loves?
A revolutionary medical
breakthrough, a poignant romance, and a
bitter conflict with the law converge in one
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explosive case.
As innovative as its
surgeon-protagonist, NOBLE VISION is
an against-the-grain political and medical
novel that breaks the mold encasing much
of todays fiction. In an age in which plot
stories and character studies, not to
mention romances and thrillers, appear in
separate categories of fiction, and
thought-provoking themes are rare,
NOBLE VISION combines a rich mix of
story elements in one satisfying read. It is a
nail-biting thriller, a passionate romance,
and a duel of the conflicting ideologies
piercing the heart of medicine today. If the
current healthcare system and the arrival of
ObamaCare leave you feeling uneasy,
uncertain---and afraid---NOBLE VISION
will tell you why.
AWARDS FOR
NOBLE VISION: ForeWord Magazine
Book of the Year Finalist Writers Digest
13th
International
Book
Awards,
Honorable Mention Midwest Book
Awards, Finalist Illinois Womens Press
Association Fiction Contest, Second Place
NOBLE VISION ATTRACTS READERS
OF: Medical drama and thrillers, Medical
romance fiction, Political fiction, Books on
ObamaCare, Libertarian spirited fiction,
economic conservative books, Inspirational
stories,
and
works
challenging
conventional wisdom.
SEE THE
REVIEWS! Scroll down to see NOBLE
VISIONS great Editorial Reviews. DONT
FORGET TO LOOK INSIDE ...
Remember to scroll up and click on the
Look Inside feature by the book cover to
read the first pages and sample the writing
style.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Gen
LaGreca is a former pharmaceutical
chemist and healthcare writer. Aside from
fiction, she also writes social commentary.
Her articles have appeared in Forbes, The
Orange County Register, Daily Caller, and
other publications. Fans of NOBLE
VISION will want to read Gens
award-winning new novel, A DREAM OF
DARING. She is working on a third novel
and has written the screenplay for NOBLE
VISION.
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Noble Vision Music Group - Nashville, Tennessee - Broadcasting - 15 min - Uploaded by Shadow Light
ProductionsThe story of Charles Sherwood Noble and the Noble blade. This video was produced for and CLASSIC
VISION NOBLE - Optometrist in Noble, OK Noble Vision [Gen LaGreca] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
NOBLE VISION is a medical drama that won two national literary honors Noble Vision Group: Green Data Center
Containment Noble Vision Center is your local optometrist in Greensburg serving all of your vision care needs. Call us
today at 724-837-1240 for an appointment. Sports Vision - Noble Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US
Phone, (615) 327-0461 Address. 920 19th Ave S Nashville, Tennessee 37212 Noble Vision Music Group, Nashville,
Tennessee. 85 likes. Broadcasting Noble Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US :: Frame Editorial Reviews.
Review. The defects of government-controlled medicine are dramatized Noble Vision: A Novel - Kindle edition by Gen
LaGreca. Download it Noble Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US :: Eye At Noble Vision Center, we
strive to meet all of your eye and vision care needs. Corrective lens evaluations and prescription management are
provided by our Noble Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US :: About Us NOBLE VISION CENTER:
NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES. Effective: May 5, 2016. This notice describes how medical information about
you may be used Noble Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US :: Meet Our At Noble Vision Center, we are
happy to work with you in selecting frames that complement your features. Our experienced optometry professionals
work closely Noble Vision Institute - Home Facebook CLASSIC VISION NOBLE is your local Optometrist in Noble
serving all of your needs. Call us today at (405)-872-0500 for an appointment. Noble Vision Center - Home Facebook
See reviews for Noble Vision Center in Greensburg, PA at 29 W 2nd St from Angies List members or join today to
leave your own review. Noble Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US :: Contact Noble Vision Center is your
local optometrist in Greensburg serving all of your Sports vision testing helps athletes determine how well their eyes
perform. Noble Vision Center Reviews - Greensburg, PA Angies List Catalog Writers Dan Hodges Music Current
Writers Im Not Mozart Jamie Stever Jeff Diemand Neon Publishing Night Heron Music Noble Vision Music Noble
Vision Center - Optometry in Greensburg, PA US :: New At Noble Vision Center, Dr. Natalie Noble and our entire
Greensburg optometry team are committed to providing advanced vision care in a professional and
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